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QUESTION 1

Refer to exhibit. 

You are installing three Synergy frames for a customer PoC in the configuration shown. The composer ids unable to
discover the frames What is the mostly likely cause of the problem? 

A. Another composer is needed frame3. 

B. Composer 2 is in the wrong frame. 

C. The management network should be connected to the top and bottom frames. 

D. The management ring should be connected using the FLM link ports. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer boots to the HPE Smart Scripting toolkit Via PXE to automatically configure their new systems. They are
moving to a new data center which has a policy that PXE boot will boot not be allowed in the environment. 

What is the closest running alternative to use when deploying Gen 10 in their new data center? 

A. ILO Federation running the smart scripting Toolkit scripts. 

B. ILO RESTfull API running the smart scripting scripts 

C. insight Control server provisioning running the smart Scripting toolkit scripts in a build plan 

D. HTTP/HTTP Boot to the smart scripting Toolkit 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A customer has received their frame Synergy System. However, they are missing a link cable that 

connects the frame link module between the frames. 

Which type of cable do they need? 

A. DAC 

B. MPO 

C. CATGA 

D. AOC 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

During a presentation on Synergy technology, a cluster States that they would not purchase Virtual Connect modules
because they would be playing for fore Channel technology that they have intention of using. 

A. Explain to the customer that the only Fore Channel support is though is FCoE and does not add to the module cost. 

B. Explain to the customer that HPE does pass on the cost of including fore Channel support to the customer. 

C. Inform the customer that native fiber Channel support is a optional license feature. 

D. Inform the customer that native fiber Channel support is provided through an optional daughterboard. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to implement HP Synergy with 20GP connectivity. What should architect emphasize during meeting
with this customer? 

A. A maximum frames can be slacked together when 20GB connectivity is required 

B. SAS connectivity must be installed in each frame 

C. A Composer must be installed in each frame 

D. 20 GB connectivity will require additional license applied to the downlink ports 

Correct Answer: C 
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